Distribute Columbia Government
Advisory Neighborhood Commission 6A
Agenda for March 12, 2020

Second (2nd) Thursdays at 7:00 pm, Miner Elementary, 601 Fifteenth (15th) Street NE
Public Meeting - All Are Welcome to Attend

7:00 pm Call to order

7:02 pm Approve Previous Meeting’s Minutes, Adopt Agenda

7:05 pm Community Presentations
Andrew DeFrank, District Department of Transportation (DDOT) Ward 6 Community Engagement Specialist

7:45 pm Officer Reports
1. Approve Treasurer’s Report

Standing Committee Reports:

7:55 pm Community Outreach
1. Next meeting - 7:00 pm, March 23, 2020 (4th Monday)

8:00 pm Alcohol Beverage Licensing
2. Recommendation: ANC 6A approve and authorize either Co-Chair of the Alcohol Beverage Licensing Committee (ABL) to send the attached letter to all establishments with Alcoholic Beverage Regulation Administration (ABRA) licenses in ANC 6A reminding establishments of settlement agreement requirements: 1) to take steps to address loitering in front of establishments; and 2) to post signage asking that patrons not make excessive noise when arriving or departing.
3. Next meeting - 7:00 pm, March 17, 2020 (3rd Tuesday)

8:10 pm Transportation and Public Space
1. Approve February 2020 committee report.
2. Recommendation: ANC 6A send a letter to DDOT stating that the ANC has no substantial objection to the public space permit application (Tracking # 346179 Review # 641311) for fence over 42 inches at 1387 North Carolina Avenue NE, provided that the permit is corrected to list the current owner and state the correct height of the fence, and that ANC 6A send a letter to the company that built the fence requesting that they do not perform unpermitted work in the future and suggesting that it compensate the current owner for her time in obtaining the retroactive permit.
3. Recommendation: ANC 6A submit a request for Resident Only Parking (ROP) for the unit block of 10th Street. NE, the 100 block of 10th Street. NE, the 1000 block of Massachusetts Avenue NE, the 100 Block of 9th Street NE, the unit block of 9th Street NE and the 1200 block of Linden Place NE.
4. Next meeting - 7:00 pm, March 16, 2020 (3rd Monday)

8:20 pm Economic Development and Zoning
1. Approve February 2020 committee report.
2. **Recommendation:** ANC 6A send a letter of support to BZA for an application pursuant to 11 DCMR Subtitle X, Chapter 9, for special exceptions under Subtitle E § 5201, from the rear addition requirements of Subtitle E § 205.4, from the lot occupancy requirements of Subtitle E § 304.1, and from the nonconforming structure requirements of Subtitle C § 202.2, to construct a two-story rear addition to an existing attached flat at 216 9th Street, NE (BZA #20250) in the RF-1 Zone, on the conditions that the applicant conducting a shadow study to ensure that there is no impact on the light and air of the neighbors, and best efforts to get letters of support from neighbors.

3. **Recommendation:** ANC 6A send a letter of support to BZA for an application pursuant to 11 DCMR Subtitle X, Chapter 9, for special exceptions under Subtitle E § 5201 from the lot occupancy requirements of Subtitle E § 304.1, the rear yard requirements of Subtitle E § 306.1, and from the nonconforming structure requirements of Subtitle C § 202.2, to construct a two-story rear addition to an existing semi-detached principal dwelling unit at 1006 10th Street, NE (BZA #20248) in the RF-1 Zone on the condition that the applicant conducting a shadow study to ensure that there is no impact on the light and air of the neighbors, and best efforts to get letters of support from neighbors.

4. **Recommendation:** ANC 6A send a letter of support to BZA for an application pursuant to 11 DCMR Subtitle X, Chapter 9, for a special exception under Subtitle E § 5201, from the lot occupancy requirements of Subtitle E § 304.1 and from the rear addition requirements of Subtitle E § 205.4, to construct a two story rear addition to an existing attached principal dwelling unit at 216 14th Place, NE (BZA #20245) in the RF-1 Zone on the condition that the applicant make best efforts to get letters of support from neighbors at 220 and 212 14th Place, NE and from the neighbor across the alley at 223 11th Street, NE.

5. **Recommendation:** ANC 6A send a letter of support to HPRB for relief to build a rear addition onto an existing structure at 326 11th Street, NE (HPA 20-170) in the Capitol Hill Historic District.

6. Next meeting - 7:00 pm, March 18, 2020 (3rd Wednesday)

- **8:35 pm** New Business
  1. Letter to DDOT requesting installation of speed humps on 16th Street NE between F and Kramer Streets NE (Gove)
  2. Additional Special Exception - 906 11th St (BZA 20229) (Greenfield)
  3. Illegal construction at 1410 C Street NE (Hudson)

- **8:40 pm** Single Member District reports (1 minute each)

- **8:50 pm** Community Comments (2 minutes each)

- **9:00 pm** Adjourn